In the immense annals of my dreams, that night's...
Paul: the worst of my sweat dreams
from Bill Bevis paper, "Native American Novels: Homing In"

Plenty-coups, for instance, had his dream but depended on the tribal council to determine what it meant and act on it:
"By articulating his visionary experience so that it can be socially embodied, the dreamer frees himself from a burden of power while enhancing his tribal culture." (Karl Kroeber in Smoothing the Ground, p. 330)
Rob's snoring: nose noise; nose raptures
Rob's snoring--bugling in the night
moving pics, when the boys first see one, are like Paul's dreams
I would not ask for the (dream) trait; but there are times I wouldn't trade it either.
Paul's detailed recall of his dreams: memnesia, opposite of amnesia?

--second sight; clairvoyance
Fireflies

(Susan) "It wasn't forever ago that you were..."
p. 23--night journey of thoughts: use or echo at end of book?